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ABSTRACT

In this work, the long-term variations of the simulated $f_0F_2$ by the NCAR thermosphere ionosphere-electrodynamics general circulation model (TIE-GCM) at the northern tropical crest of ionization at Phu Thuy, Hanoi, Vietnam (geographic latitudes 21.03°N and longitude: 105.95°E) during the period from 1962 to 2002 are examined to evaluate the ability of this model to reproduce the major features of the $f_0F_2$ as observed. The TIE-GCM simulates the influences of migrating and non-migrating diurnal and semidiurnal tides at the lower thermosphere, and changes of geomagnetic activity on the long-term variations of the $f_0F_2$. It reproduces well the diurnal and seasonal variations. We analyze the diurnal and seasonal variations of the observed $f_0F_2$ at Phu Thuy in approximately the same solar activity condition as in 1964, 1996 for the March and September equinoxes and June and December solstices. The local time and seasonal structures of these simulated results correspond well to those that are observed in 1964. On the contrary, the TIE-GCM does not reproduce the amplitude observed at Phu Thuy in 1996. The TIE-GCM with the chosen inputs does not yet allow us to explain well the long-term variations observed at Phu Thuy. We also try the different numerical simulations to understand how the long-term variations of the $f_0F_2$ is formed, how it relates to the current global system and its relationship with the thermosphere wind. The simulations show that the calculated NmF2 values are lower than the observed values. We find that the modeled contributions of the migrating and non-migrating diurnal and semidiurnal tides may cause them to play a major role in reducing the amplitude of the NmF2. The contributions of the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons and the cross polar cap potential seem to play an important role in increasing the amplitude of the NmF2.
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1. Introduction

Trends in ionospheric parameters have become a main subject since the beginning of the 1990’s (Aikin, 1991; Jarvis, et al., 1998; Roble, 1995; Ulich and Turunen, 1997). Clilverd et al. (1998) and Stamper et al. (1999) found that the geomagnetic activity in terms of the aa-index was increasing throughout the 20th century, and Clilverd et al. (1998) also found that the number of geomagnetic storms per solar cycle had also
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been increasing until it stabilized in the last few cycles. Long-term changes in the solar quiet-time day variation, $S_q$, have been found as well (Elias, A.G. et al., 2010; Macmillan, S. et al., 2007). Variations I geomagnetic activity occur on short timescales from minutes to days, and are responsible for a part of the large natural variability in the thermosphere-ionosphere system.

A gradual, long-term change in the background level of geomagnetic activity could therefore cause a long-term trend in the upper atmosphere (Chossen et al., 2011). Hagan and Forbes (2002, 2003) found that the long-term changes in non-migrating tides (DE3) originated in the troposphere and propagating upwards has a strong influence on the ionosphere and thermosphere, especially at low latitudes. The long-term changes in the lower atmosphere therefore have the potential to induce long-term changes in the upper atmosphere. Quian and Burns (2009) performed a numeric simulation with the Thermosphere - Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM: (Richmond, et al.,1992)), focusing more on the effects of cooling of the F2-layer due to $CO_2$. They doubled the $CO_2$ concentration from 365 ppmv to 730 ppmv and noted the changes in the maximum of electron density in the F2-layer (NmF2) and the height peak in the F2-layer ($hmF2$), indicating the role of electrodynamics in long-term changes. From these results we can conclude that the change in $CO_2$ concentration has contributed to long-term trends in the F2-layer, but it is unlikely to be the unique cause.

The TIE-GCM of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is a three-dimensional model of general circulation, which take into account the energetic, chemical, dynamic and electrodynamics processes of the global thermosphere-ionosphere system between about 97 km and 500 km altitude, and allows us to identify the different parameters: components, density, temperature and velocities of ions and of neutral particles. Its inputs include solar ultraviolet radiation flux, parameterized by the F10.7 index, and upward propagating atmospheric tides at the lower boundary. As boundary conditions for the middle and upper atmosphere, the TIE-GCM uses a lower boundary tidal forcing from the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM; (Hagan and Forbes, 2002, 2003). This model generates the influences of migrating diurnal and semi diurnal tides in the lower thermosphere about 97km through upwardly propagating, which includes only latent heat release as a source of non-migrating tides. At the upper boundary, approximately 500-600 km, the vertical $O^+$ flux is used, which approximates the plasma exchange between ionosphere and plasmasphere. In the polar cap, the electric potential distribution is described by the model of Heelis et al. (1982). In the low latitude region the geomagnetic field lines are assumed to be equipotential, which results in a symmetric electric potential about the geomagnetic equator.

The main purpose of this paper is to study the long-term variations of the critical frequency of the F2-region, $f_0F_2$ observed at Phu Thuy, Vietnam, presented by Pham et al. (Pham Thi Thu H. et al., 2011) using the TIE-GCM. We evaluate how well the TIE-GCM accounts for the long-term variations of the observed $f_0F_2$ at Phu Thuy during the period from 1962 to 2002, using the simulations of long-term variations of $f_0F_2$ that include the influences of migrating and non-migrating diurnal and semi diurnal tides at the lower atmosphere, and changes of geomagnetic activity, in order to determine their roles on long-term variations of the $f_0F_2$. We choose the solar minimum years in the series of observed data for the simulations. The estimates of trends caused by each of the mechanisms determined from these simulations are compared to observed trends.

2. Data and TIE-GCM calculation of maximum electron density

The hourly mean data of the critical frequency $f_0F_2$ of the ionospheric layer F2 recorded by the ionosonde at Phu Thuy observatory in the minimum solar years 1964 and 1996 for the March and September equinoxes and June and December solstices were analyzed. This observatory is located near the crest of equatorial anomaly (21.03°N, 105.96°E) in the Asian sector. The ionosonde data were continuously recorded by three different ionospheric vertical sounders: the IRX-Hungarian (1962-1966), the AIC-Russian (1967-1994), the IPS71-Australian (1994-2002).
The model inputs include solar ultraviolet radiation flux intensity, parameterized by the F10.7 index, integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons, cross polar cap potential and migrating and “non-migrating” tidal components. The calculated parameter by the model is $f_0F_2$ in MHz, which is directly related to the peak electron density $NmF_2$ in e/cm$^3$ (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969) as:

$$N_m F_2 = 1.24 \times 10^{10} (f_0F_2)^2$$

(1)

The study is performed for the some different numerical simulations listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The different simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulations</th>
<th>Model inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F10.7 (sfu, 10$^{-22}$ Wm$^{-2}$ Hz$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1 (quiet)</td>
<td>solar minimum, am&lt;20nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2 (quiet)</td>
<td>solar minimum, am&lt;20nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3 (quiet)</td>
<td>70sfu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4 (quiet)</td>
<td>solar minimum, am&lt;20nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5 (quiet)</td>
<td>solar minimum, am&lt;20nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6 (perturbation)</td>
<td>solar minimum, am&gt;20nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We focus on simulations of the diurnal variations of the NmF2 for the March and September equinoxes, and the December and June solstices, for mentioned above different conditions of the TIE-GCM during the solar minimum years (1964 and 1996). We then compare the results of these simulations with observations at Phu Thuy to evaluate the ability of the TIE-GCM to reproduce the morphological characteristics of the observations, it is the evolution between 1964 and 1996.

3. Model results and comparison to observations

3.1. Simulation of migrating tides

To study the tidal migration influences on the long-term variations of the critical frequency foF2, a simulation using the TIE-GCM has been executed with the first standard conditions including a tidal forcing at the lower boundary from the GSWM and the second condition removing the tidal forcing.

The first numerical simulation allows us to calculate the diurnal variation of the F2-layer maximum density, NmF2: the tidal migration influences on the NmF2 (blue curves), the second one does without the tidal migration influences (violet curves). The third simulation allows to calculate the diurnal variation of NmF2 under the influences of migrating tides, the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons and the cross polar potential on the diurnal variation of NmF2 (yellow curves).

Figure 1 shows the local time variations of the simulated NmF2 at Phu Thuy in March and September equinoxes, in June and December solstices, superimposed to the corresponding seasonal averaged observations for the solar minimum of 1964. This figure shows the consistency of the diurnal variations of TIE-GCM simulated NmF2 with observations. Indeed, the diurnal variation of NmF2 presents the expected shape, including the amplitude variation. The minimum amplitude of the observations at about 04.00 LT or 05.00 LT is well represented with the simulation results. The maximum amplitude of the observed NmF2 at Phu Thuy (red curves) at about 14.00 LT or 15.00 LT is always greater than the one of the simulated NmF2.
The amplitude of the same amplitude as the blue curves in June. During March and September; the violet curves are yellow and atmospheric tides simulated amplitude (1GW), and the cap potential (30kV), and the influences (simulation N0). The blue curves (–) represent tidal migration influences (simulation N1), the green curves (–) migrating and non-migrating tides (simulation N4), the violet curves (–) without tidal migrating influences (simulation N2), the yellow curves (–) tidal migration influences with the F10.7 index (70sfu) (simulation N3), integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons (18GW) and cross polar cap potential (30kV), and the black curves (–) migrating and non-migrating tides, integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons (1GW), and cross polar cap potential (1kV) (simulation N5).

During equinoxes, the computed NmF2 amplitude is stronger than during solstices. The simulated amplitude of the violet curves (without atmospheric tides) is larger than the one of the yellow and blue curves (with atmospheric tides) during March and September; the violet curves are of the same amplitude as the blue curves in June. The amplitude of the blue curves (atmospheric tides) is stronger than the one of the yellow curves. This implies that the tidal influence is an important contribution to the seasonal variations of the NmF2, except in solstices. The green curves (migrating and non-migrating tides) are the same amplitude as the yellow curves in different seasons.

Figure 2 illustrates the seasonal variation of maximum ionization of the F2-layer, NmF2 observed at Phu Thuy and the simulated values with the TIE-GCM in the four seasons for the solar minimum of 1996.
We observe that the maximum amplitude of simulated diurnal variations at equinoxes and June solstice is usually different with one of the observed diurnal variations. The diurnal pattern in September equinox underestimates the value of observed NmF2. However, there is no difference between the simulated and observed shapes. The maximum amplitude at about 14.00 LT or 15.00 LT is higher in the observations than in the model. The most difference between the observations and the simulations is in the September equinox.

Figure 2 shows also that there is a little difference between the three simulations (simulation N^1, simulation N^2 and simulation N^3) for the summer, autumn and winter. It is observed that the worst representation of observations is obtained when we introduce an electric potential on the polar cap (yellow curves), except in summer solstice.

3.2. Simulation of non-migrating tides (DE3) of the variation in long-term fF2

In this section, we consider the influences of non-migrating tides, originating in the troposphere during meteorological storms. Any long-term changes in the lower atmosphere have the potential to induce long-term changes in the upper atmosphere. We will study the influences of migrating and non-migrating tides in the region of Phu Thuy.

Figure 3 shows the diurnal variations of simulated NmF2 for the observatory Phu Thuy with or without the influences of the migrating and non-migrating tides (in simulations N^2, N^4 and N^5) corresponding to observations at Phu Thuy.
for the four seasons in 1964. The calculated diurnal variations by the TIE-GCM are in reasonable agreement with the observations. Indeed, the minimum amplitudes of both simulations and observations are at about 04.00 LT or 05.00 LT in the morning. The maximum amplitudes at about 15.00 LT are greater in observations than in model at all seasons.

Figure 3 shows also the diurnal variations of simulated NmF2 as well as the results of three simulations. The green lines take into account the tidal influences, the violet lines are without tidal influences and the black lines include the tidal influences with the cross polar potential during the different seasons. The simulated amplitude is stronger in March and September (equinoxes) and weaker in December and June (solstices). The amplitudes of the violet lines are greater than ones of black and green in equinoxes. It shows that the influences of the tides and the cross polar potential have a non-negligible contribution to changes in NmF2 during equinoxes. In addition, the contribution of tides seems to play a major role in reducing the amplitude of NmF2. On the contrary, the contribution of the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons and of the cross polar potential seems to play a major role in increasing the amplitude of NmF2.

**Figure 3.** The diurnal variations of NmF2 at equinoxes and solstices. The red curves (→): seasonal averages of the observations at Phu Thuy in 1964, the green curves (→) represent the influences of the migrating and non-migrating tides, the violet curves (→) without the influences tides, and the black curves (→) influences of the migrating and non-migrating tides, the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons (1GW), and the cross polar cap potential (1kV).

Figure 4, similar to Figure 3, presents the diurnal variations of simulated NmF2 as a function of local time at Phu Thuy for the four seasons, and seasonal averages of the observations at Phu Thuy in 1996 in approximately the same conditions of Figure 3. Both the observations and simulations of the NmF2 have the same shape, and reach a minimum value at around 0500 LT. But the
maximum amplitude of the modeled NmF2 at around 14.00 LT or 15.00 LT is less than the one of observed NmF2 for four seasons. The modeled maximum amplitude is smallest in summer and autumn equinox.

Figure 4 also shows that the simulated NmF2 variations in violet lines (without atmospheric tides) are greater than those in the green (with atmospheric tides) and black lines (with tidal influences + the cross polar potential), especially in spring. This shows that the tides, the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons, and the cross polar potential influence the variation of NmF2 in spring. The differences of amplitudes for the three simulations in summer, autumn and winter are negligible.

3.3. Simulation in the geomagnetic perturbation

Geomagnetic activity is a manifestation and measure of “space weather”, arising from the interaction between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetosphere. This interaction generates currents in the ionosphere and magnetosphere which cause perturbations in the main magnetic field of the Earth that can be measured at the surface. These magnetic perturbations form the basis of indices of geomagnetic activity, such as the Ap, aa, and Kp indices. Each of these indices is derived from the K index, which is related to the maximum fluctuations of the horizontal components of the observed geomagnetic field during a three-hour interval. Figure 5 shows, from the top to the bottom, the time variations of aa, am, Kp and Dst indices as a function of UT time from 25 March to 3 April 2008. The variations of the aa, am and Kp indices are similar. Around 2100 UT on 25 March these indices change suddenly and reach a first maximum about 0400 UT on 26 March, then fluctuate to reach a second maximum around 0400 UT on 27 March during the main phase of the storm. The indices then decrease gradually to the normal level on 3 April in the recovery phase of the storm. The Dst index decreases from the maximum of +14 nT on 26 March to the minimum of -56 nT at the midnight on 27 March (main phase), then it increases gradually in the recovery phase to reach the normal level on 3 April.
Figure 5. Geomagnetic and solar indices: a) aa index, b) am index, c) Kp index, d) Dst index, as a function of UT time, from 25 March to 3 April 2008

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of the horizontal component H of the Earth’s magnetic field observed at Phu Thuy from the mentioned period. The geomagnetic storm is clearly visible on this figure. The first phase of the storm lasts from 21.00 UT on 25 March to 04.00 UT on 26 March; the main phase lasts from 04.00 UT on 26 March to 22.00 UT on 27 March. The recovery phase of the storm begins at 22.00 UT on 27 March and ends on about 3 April.

Figure 7 presents the simulated $f_0 F_2$ (top panel) and the observed NmF2 (bottom panel) during this geomagnetic storm (simulation n’6). The decrease of the maximum electron density is observed especially during the night of the 27 March. The change of the maximum electron density (NmF2) seems to be greatest at the end of the main phase of the storm (more than one day after the beginning of the main phase).

According to Huang et al., (1989), the state of the ionosphere near the crest of equatorial anomaly during geomagnetic storms is dominated by two processes: the neutral wind meridian and change of the neutral gas components.

During magnetic storms, an enhancement of the auroral Joule heating by auroral phenomena in the upper atmosphere can affect the meridional wind circulation in the F2- region from the pole to the equator. These winds produce disturbances of ionospheric electric fields and currents. This mechanism is called the ionospheric disturbance dynamo, and built up by Blanc and Richmond (Blanc and Richmond, 1980).

This wind will increase the ionization along the lines of Earth's magnetic field at higher altitudes. A decrease of the electron density of the F2-layer can appear associated an increase of neutral molecules of N2 and O2. The increase of N2 and O2 densities will cause the reduction of the ratio of the N-N2 and O-O2, and also the increase of electron-ion recombination rate, resulting in reduction of the electron density NmF2.

Figure 7 below shows a strong decrease of NmF2 on 27 March. This is due to the storm wind between the equator and the pole which takes a few hours to reach the equator and could be maintained for several days after the end of the storm. The decrease of NmF2 is related to the meridional wind between the pole and the equator.

On the figure 6, we can clearly see the effect of Dst as well as the regular daily variation $S_R$ in the H component. The regular variation $S_R$ is very weak on 27 and 28 March, this is the signature of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo (Le Huy M. et al., 2005, 2008). This mechanism generates an anti-$S_q$ type of current vortex is added to the $S_q$ current, and we observe a reduction of the $S_q$ current.
4. Conclusion

The analysis of the variation of simulated $f_0F_2$ by the TIE-GCM shows that this model reproduces some features of $f_0F_2$. It reproduces well the variation $f_0F_2$ as a function of local time and the seasonal variation. We found that the variation of the simulated $f_0F_2$ reproduces the variation observed at the observatory Phu Thuy in 1964. On the contrary, the TIE-GCM does not reproduce the observed amplitude at Phu Thuy in 1996. The TIE-GCM with the chosen inputs does not yet allow us to explain well the long-term variations observed at Phu Thuy.

We also try the different numerical simulations in order to understand how the long-term variations of the $f_0F_2$ is formed and how it is related to the current global system and to the thermospheric wind. These results show that the simulated NmF2 values are lower than the observed values. In addition, the simulations showed that the modeled contributions of the migrating and non-migrating diurnal and semi-diurnal tides play a major role in reducing the amplitude of the NmF2. The contributions of the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons and the cross polar cap potential seem to play an important role in increasing the amplitude of the NmF2.

The differences between some of the details of the TIE-GCM predictions and observations indicate that the model and its inputs can be further improved. For example, amplitude, phase, and distribution of the tides, or distribution of the integrated hemispheric power of auroral electrons and the cross polar cap potential in the TIE-GCM which affect the variation of NmF2 can be improved. This work shows also that the variation of NmF2 depends on effects in the dynamo E-region.
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